Pallet-Straddling Drum Lifter

Model: PSDT

Standard Features:
- For use with 30 gallon and 55 gallon steel, plastic, and fiber drums
- Spring-loaded drum jaws securely grab the rim of the drum
- Jaw height service range is 35-3/4” to 46-1/4”
- Pump handle to adjust jaw height
- Leg inside width is 41-5/16” retracted and 46-7/8” extended to straddle pallets
- Maximum drum weight capacity is 550 pounds
- Overall size is 41-3/8”W x 32”D x 47”H
- Portable on (2) rigid and (2) swivel casters
- Steel construction with painted finish

Can access drums in center or corners of a pallet

Other Pallet Accessible Drum Equipment:

Drum Jack  Multi-Purpose Drum Truck/Cradle  Drum Transporter